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CIO FLASH  

Extraordinary circumstances require a very ordinary approach 

 

 

 

 

JULIUS BAER ASSET ALLOCATION REGIME:  
EXTERNAL SHOCK (2) 

Balanced Portfolios 

Cash 5% Confirmed * 

Fixed income 40% Confirmed * 

Equities 50% Confirmed * 

Alternatives 5% Confirmed * 

 

Change since last edition of CIO Weekly (03.03.2020)  

*active decisions 

 

CHART OF THE WEEK: CRUDE OIL 

 

 
 

Source: Bloomberg Finance L.P., Julius Baer 

 

 

USE YOUR SLOW BRAIN 
When the circumstances we face become extreme, 
the temptation to panic is great. As Daniel Kahne-
man, the great psychologist and Nobel Prize-win-
ning economist for his work on choices and deci-
sions, explained, the human brain is subdivided be-
tween a fast brain focused on the risks to our sur-
vival and a slow brain useful for grasping complex 
problems. The pandemic scenario touches us emo-
tionally at the heart of our most precious asset, our 

survival. Nevertheless, more than ever, it is crucial 
to apprehend the situation with our slow brain. Un-
certainty has rarely been so extreme. To sum up, 
we can imagine that this is the time when panic is 
salutary, but most probably a calm approach is the 
most effective one to protect our wealth in the me-
dium-term. So let's use our slow brain and review 
what we know, what we don't know, and what the 
markets discount at current prices. 
 

WELL-FUNCTIONING MARKETS 
Since the last week of February, trading volumes 
have approximately doubled in the markets. To 
date, markets have functioned normally, providing 
investors with the ability to transfer risk and adjust 
their positions to developments in a rapidly chang-
ing environment. The market impact of investment 
pools trading large sizes seems moderate so far. 
From this point of view, evidence confirms that we 
do not have a systemic risk problem, at least not 
yet. 
 

IS ITALY TRYING TO BREAK ITS FISCAL 

STRAIGHTJACKET? 
In Italy, faced with a rapid rise in coronavirus 
deaths, the government has decided to quarantine 
nearly 16 million citizens. Milan, the economic lung 
of Italy, is also threatened with suffocation. The de-
cision is obviously unprecedented in peacetime. As 
we discussed last week, governments face a di-
lemma between the measures needed to contain 
the spread of the virus as quickly and effectively as 
possible and the risk of killing the economy. No one 
can answer this question even in a vague manner, 
as the biological phenomenon is so unpredictable. 
The measures decided this weekend by the Conti 
government are so radical that one wonders 
whether Rome is not trying to kill two birds with 
one stone. Indeed, Italy could both contain the epi-
demic and break the fiscal straitjacket imposed by 
the European Union, as exceptional circumstances 
require massive support from macroeconomic poli-
cies. This COVID-19 crisis will not be without  
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political consequences in the near future. It could, 
as already mentioned, accelerate the transition to 
non-orthodox macroeconomic policies such as neg-
ative taxes. However, these political consequences 
will not be discernible either quickly or easily, which 
will maintain volatility in the markets for an ex-
tended period of time. Please brace yourself for 
more ups and downs (ups as well, no typo). 
 

OIL-PRODUCING NATIONS INFLICT A SECOND 

SHOCK TO THE WORLD ECONOMY 
The weekend news of Saudi Arabia's oil price war 
could not have come at a worse time. It constitutes 
an additional external shock at a time when the 
capital structures of oil companies are already un-
der significant pressure. In any case, the shock to 
the economy worsens in the short-term as the 
credit crunch intensifies and, with it, deflationary 
pressures. The unprecedented collapse in oil prices 
is a kind of anti-oil crisis. Demand for oil has been 
reduced while supply will increase as a result of the 
Saudi reaction. The situation is similar to the 1973 
oil crisis, but in reverse! Given the damage it will in-
flict on the US shale oil industry, Washington's re-
action may be interesting. The energy sector was 
already under stress before the latest events and a 
collapse in the oil price below USD 30 a barrel will 
lead to many credit defaults, if it does not recover 
quickly. In turn, the high-yield bond sector will suf-
fer from the fund and ETF redemptions that can be 
expected. In the medium-term, however, the econ-
omies of oil-importing countries will benefit from 
lower energy prices, which will support household 
disposable income. Not everything is negative. 
 

THE (NEGATIVE) WEALTH EFFECT WILL START 

TO PLAY OUT 
Added to the list of problems that the coronavirus 
has triggered is the negative wealth effect. Devel-
oped economies, especially the United States, have 
indeed become sensitive to changes in wealth 
caused by sharp rises or falls in the prices of finan-
cial assets. Between 2006 and 2010, the US housing 
crisis represented a wealth shock of around minus 
USD 7’000 billion spread across US households. At 
recent highs, the US equity market alone accounted 
for around USD 30'000 billion in market capitalisa-
tion. Each 10% drop in the market therefore repre-
sents a loss of wealth of USD 3'000 billion. The ef-
fect on the economy and in particular on consump-
tion cannot be underestimated from a certain level 
onwards. We reiterate our view that the Federal Re-
serve will be forced to intervene decisively, includ-
ing by buying shares, if we reach levels below 2,400 
points on the S&P500 index. 

NO EASY FIX TO THE CREDIT CRUNCH 
As already mentioned in these columns, the unique 
nature of the problem is that a pandemic confronts 
the global economy, which makes fiscal or mone-
tary intervention ineffective, as long as the spread 
of the virus is not under control. The more damage 
is inflicted on the economy in the short-term, the 
faster the epidemic will be contained, but the 
higher the risk premiums in the markets will be in 
the immediate future. At most, policymakers can 
ensure relative stability in the markets in order to 
prevent the negative wealth effect and the fall in 
the speed of money circulation in the financial sys-
tem from worsening. They should show determina-
tion to ensure a swift recovery by the time the virus 
goes dormant again. 
 

EXTRAORDINARY CIRCUMSTANCES REQUIRE A 

VERY ORDINARY APPROACH 
Everyone realises, I think, the exceptional but 
above all unprecedented nature of the current 
health crisis and the risks it poses to the world 
economy and even to the world order. Faced with 
such a situation, the temptation to believe the Cas-
sandras is immense. In reality, the only certainty is 
that market visibility has rarely been so low. We are 
fundamentally hostage to the time it will take to 
contain this coronavirus, allowing a return to nor-
mal. At the time of writing, the situation has gone 
beyond the simple context of a temporary adjust-
ment of risk premiums. Some assets in the oil sec-
tor or in tourism, transport or events industries are 
definitely impaired. 
 
Unlike the financial crisis in 2008 where the main 
uncertainty was when the policymakers would make 
the required decisions, which happened in March 
2009, in the current case nobody knows how the 
epidemic will develop. Moreover, no one knows 
what the political consequences of current events 
will be. While the virus may continue to spread, re-
quiring more measures damaging the economy, 
markets have significantly discounted this scenario 
in record time. The spring is getting compressed 
and it is important to remember that it can get re-
leased violently at the first signs of a downturn in 
the epidemic. 
 
We have three key recommendations to share in 
the present circumstances: 
 

1. Pay particular attention to distinguish be-
tween assets that are or will be durably or 
definitively impaired by this crisis and those 
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only experiencing a temporary change of 
valuation 

2. In the face of this maximum uncertainty, 
the fall-back position is the strategic asset 
allocation of a portfolio, not cash 

3. Gold is not an effective hedge as long as 
counterparty risk does not rise, US Treasur-
ies are a better hedge 

 
Finally, your CIO is taking profits on the 20-30 year 
US Treasury bonds that he bought in the Dynamic 
Asset Allocation portfolios a few weeks ago. It's too 
late to buy insurance, it's slowly time to sell it. 
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CURRENT ASSET ALLOCATION - EUR BASED DYNAMIC WEIGHTINGS 

 
 INCOME BALANCED GROWTH 
 

   
 

CURRENCY ALLOCATION (DYNAMIC WEIGHTINGS) 

 
     

* 4% other developed market currencies, 6% emerging market currencies (EUR balanced) 

 

All Sources: Julius Baer, as of 09.03.2020. 
Note: From a UK perspective, this asset allocation refers to the Investment Approach, not the Relative Approach.  
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IMPORTANT LEGAL INFORMATION 

This publication constitutes marketing material and is not the result of independent financial/investment 
research. Therefore it has not been prepared in accordance with the legal requirements regarding the inde-
pendence of financial/investment research and is not subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of the dis-
semination of financial/investment research. 
 
The information and opinions expressed in this publication were produced by Bank Julius Baer & 
Co. Ltd., Zurich, which is supervised by the Swiss Financial Market Supervisory Authority FINMA, as 
of the date of writing and are subject to change without notice. This publication is intended for infor-
mation purposes only and does not constitute an offer, a recommendation or an invitation by, or on 
behalf of, Bank Julius Baer & Co. Ltd., Zurich, or of its subsidiaries or affiliated companies (Julius Baer) to 
make any investments. Opinions and comments of the authors reflect their current views, but not neces-
sarily those of other Julius Baer entities or any other third party. 
 
Services and/or products mentioned in this publication may not be suitable for all recipients and may not be 
available in all countries. Clients of Julius Baer are kindly requested to get in touch with the local Jul-
ius Baer entity in order to be informed about the services and/or products available in such coun-
try. 
 
This publication has been prepared without taking account of the objectives, financial situation or needs of 
any particular investor. Before entering into any transaction, investors should consider the suitability of the 
transaction to individual circumstances and objectives. Any investment or trading or other decision should 
only be made by the client after a thorough reading of the relevant product term sheet, subscription agree-
ment, information memorandum, prospectus or other offering document relating to the issue of the securi-
ties or other financial instruments. Nothing in this publication constitutes investment, legal, account-
ing or tax advice, or a representation that any investment or strategy is suitable or appropriate for 
individual circumstances, or otherwise constitutes a personal recommendation for any specific in-
vestor. Julius Baer recommends that investors independently assess, with a professional advisor, the spe-
cific financial risks as well as legal, regulatory, credit, tax and accounting consequences. The value of in-
vestments may fall as well as rise, and returns may be affected by exchange rates. The investor may 
not get back the amount invested. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future results. 
Performance forecasts are not a reliable indicator of future performance.  
Entities within the Julius Baer Group, except Julius Baer Wealth Advisors (India), provide advice which is 
not considered ‘independent’ in the sense given to that term by the EU Directive 2014/65/EU on markets in 
financial instruments (known as MiFID II). 
 
Although the information and data herein are obtained from sources believed to be reliable, no representa-
tion is made that the information is accurate or complete. Julius Baer does not accept liability for any loss 
arising from the use of this publication. This publication and any market data contained therein shall only 
be for the personal use of the intended recipient and shall not be redistributed to any third party, unless 
Julius Baer or the source of the relevant market data gives their approval. This publication is not directed to 
any person in any jurisdiction where (by reason of that person’s nationality, residence or otherwise) such 
publications are prohibited. 
 
External Asset Managers/External Financial Advisors: In case this marketing publication is provided to 
an External Asset Manager or an External Financial Advisor, Julius Baer expressly prohibits that it is redis-
tributed by the External Asset Manager or the External Financial Advisor and is made available to their cli-
ents and/or third parties. By receiving any marketing publication, the External Asset Managers or the Exter-
nal Financial Advisors confirm that they will make their own independent analysis and investment decisions, 
if applicable. 
 
Austria: Julius Baer Investment Advisory GesmbH, authorised and regulated by the Austrian Financial Mar-
ket Authority (FMA), distributes this publication to its clients.  
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Chile: This publication is for the intended recipient only. 
 
Dubai International Financial Centre: This publication is distributed by Julius Baer (Middle East) Ltd. It 
may not be relied upon by or distributed to retail clients. Please note that Julius Baer (Middle East) Ltd. of-
fers financial products or services only to professional clients who have sufficient financial experience and 
understanding of financial markets, products or transactions and any associated risks. The products or ser-
vices mentioned will be available only to professional clients in line with the definition of the Dubai Financial 
Services Authority (DFSA) Conduct of Business Module. Julius Baer (Middle East) Ltd. is duly licensed and 
regulated by the DFSA. 
 
Germany: Bank Julius Bär Deutschland AG, authorised and regulated by the German Federal Financial Su-
pervisory Authority (BaFin), distributes this publication to its clients. If you have any queries concerning 
this publication, please contact your relationship manager. 
 
Guernsey: This publication is distributed by Bank Julius Baer & Co. Ltd., Guernsey branch, which is li-
censed in Guernsey to provide banking and investment services and is regulated by the Guernsey Financial 
Services Commission. 
 
Hong Kong Special Administrative Region of the People's Republic of China: This publication has 
been distributed in Hong Kong by and on behalf of, and is attributable to Bank Julius Baer & Co. Ltd., Hong 
Kong Branch, which holds a full banking licence issued by the Hong Kong Monetary Authority under the 
Banking Ordinance (Chapter 155 of the Laws of Hong Kong SAR). The Bank is also a registered institution 
under the Securities and Futures Ordinance (SFO) (Chapter 571 of the Laws of Hong Kong SAR) licensed to 
carry out Type 1 (dealing in securities), Type 4 (advising on securities) and Type 9 (asset management) 
regulated activities with Central Entity number AUR302. This publication must not be issued, circulated or 
distributed in Hong Kong other than to ‘professional investors’ as defined in the SFO. The contents of this 
publication have not been reviewed by the Securities and Futures Commission nor by any other regulatory 
authority. Any references to Hong Kong in this document/publication shall mean the Hong Kong Special 
Administrative Region of the People’s Republic of China. If you have any queries concerning this publica-
tion, please contact your Hong Kong relationship manager. 
 
Israel: This publication is distributed by Julius Baer Financial Services (Israel) Ltd. (JBFS), licensed by the 
Israel Securities Authority to provide investment marketing and portfolio management services. Pursuant to 
Israeli law, ‘investment marketing’ is the provision of advice to clients concerning the merit of an invest-
ment, holding, purchase or sale of securities or financial instruments, when the provider of such advice has 
an affiliation to the security or financial instrument. Due to its affiliation to Bank Julius Baer & Co. Ltd., 
JBFS is considered to be affiliated to certain securities and financial instruments that may be connected to 
the services JBFS provides, and therefore any use of the term ‘investment advice’ or any variation thereof, in 
this publication should be understood as ‘investment marketing’, as explained above.  
 
Kingdom of Bahrain: Julius Baer (Bahrain) B.S.C.(c), an investment business firm which is licensed and 
regulated by the Central Bank of Bahrain (CBB), distributes this publication to its expert and accredited 
investor clients only. Please note that Julius Baer (Bahrain) B.S.C.(c) offers financial products or services 
only to expert and accredited investor clients in line with the definition of the CBB’s rulebook that contains 
regulations, directives and rules pursuant to the CBB rulemaking powers under the CBB law. This publica-
tion may not be relied upon by or distributed to retail clients. The CBB does not take any responsibility for 
the accuracy of the statements and information contained in this publication nor shall it have any liability to 
any person for any damage or loss resulting from reliance on any statement or information contained 
herein. 
 
Lebanon: This publication has been distributed by Julius Baer (Lebanon) S.A.L., which is an entity super-
vised by the Lebanon Capital Markets Authority (CMA). It has not been approved or licensed by the Leba-
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non CMA or any other relevant authority in Lebanon. It is strictly private and confidential and is being is-
sued to a limited number of individual and institutional investors upon their request and must not be pro-
vided to, or relied upon, by any other person.  The information contained herein is as of the date referenced 
and Julius Baer (Lebanon) S.A.L. shall not be liable to periodically update said information. The quotes and 
values provided herein are for indicative purpose only and shall in no way refer to tradable levels. 
 
Luxembourg: This publication is distributed by Bank Julius Baer Europe S.A., a société anonyme incorpo-
rated and existing under the laws of the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg, with registered office at 25, rue Ed-
ward Steichen, L-2540 Luxembourg, registered with the Luxembourg Register of Commerce and Companies 
under number B 8495, and authorised and regulated by the Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Finan-
cier, 283, route d’Arlon, L-1150 Luxembourg. This publication has not been authorised or reviewed by the 
CSSF and it is not intended to be filed with the CSSF.  
 
Monaco: Bank Julius Baer (Monaco) S.A.M., an institution approved by the Minister of State for Monaco 
and the Bank of France, and Julius Baer Wealth Management (Monaco) S.A.M., an asset management com-
pany authorised in Monaco, distribute this publication to their clients. 
 
Republic of Ireland: Bank Julius Baer Europe S.A. Ireland Branch is authorised and regulated by the Com-
mission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier (CSSF), 283, route d’Arlon, L-1150 Luxembourg, and is regu-
lated by the Central Bank of Ireland (CBI) for conduct of business rules. Bank Julius Baer Europe S.A. is a 
société anonyme incorporated and existing under the laws of the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg, with regis-
tered office at 25, rue Edward Steichen, L-2540 Luxembourg, registered with the Luxembourg Register of 
Commerce and Companies (RCSL) under number B 8495. Bank Julius Baer Europe S.A. Ireland Branch dis-
tributes this publication to its clients. Some of the services mentioned in this publication, which are availa-
ble to clients of the Ireland branch, may be provided by members of the Julius Baer Group based outside of 
the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg or the Republic of Ireland. In these cases, rules made by the CSSF and the 
CBI for the protection of retail clients do not apply to such services, and the CSSF and the Irish Financial 
Services and Pensions Ombudsman will not be able to resolve complaints in respect of such services. 
 
Singapore: This publication is distributed in Singapore by Bank Julius Baer & Co. Ltd., Singapore branch, 
and is available for accredited investors or institutional investors only. This publication does not constitute 
an ‘advertisement’ as defined under Sections 275 or 305 respectively of the Securities and Futures Act, Cap. 
289 of Singapore (SFA). As Bank Julius Baer & Co. Ltd., Singapore branch, has a ‘Unit’ exemption under Sec-
tion 100(2) of the Financial Advisers Act, Cap. 110 of Singapore (FAA), it is exempted from many of the 
requirements of the FAA, amongst others, the requirement to disclose any interest in, or any interest in the 
acquisition or disposal of, any securities or financial instruments that may be referred to in this publication. 
Further details of these exemptions are available on request. This publication has not been reviewed by and 
is not endorsed by the Monetary Authority of Singapore (MAS). Please contact a representative of Bank Jul-
ius Baer & Co. Ltd., Singapore branch, with respect to any inquiries concerning this publication. Bank Julius 
Baer & Co. Ltd. (UEN - T07FC7005G) is incorporated in Switzerland with limited liability. 
 
Spain: Julius Baer Agencia de Valores, S.A.U., authorised and regulated by the Comisión Nacional del Mer-
cado de Valores (CNMV), distributes this publication to its clients. The relevant services and/or products 
mentioned in this publication shall only be provided in Spain by a Julius Baer entity authorised to provide 
such services/products in Spain.  
 
Switzerland: This publication is distributed by Bank Julius Baer & Co. Ltd., Zurich, authorised and regu-
lated by the Swiss Financial Market Supervisory Authority FINMA. 
 
The Bahamas: This publication is distributed by Julius Baer Bank (Bahamas) Limited, an entity licensed by 
the Central Bank of The Bahamas and regulated by the Securities Commission of The Bahamas. This publi-
cation does not constitute a prospectus or a communication for the purposes of the Securities Industry Act, 
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2011, or the Securities Industry Regulations, 2012. In addition, it is only intended for persons who are desig-
nated or who are deemed ‘non-resident’ for the purposes of Bahamian Exchange Control Regulations and 
Rules. 
 
United Arab Emirates (UAE): This publication has not been approved or licensed by the UAE Central 
Bank, the UAE Securities and Commodities Authority or any other relevant authority in the UAE. It is strictly 
private and confidential and is being issued to a limited number of sophisticated individual and institutional 
investors upon their request and must not be provided to or relied upon by any other person. 
 
United Kingdom (UK): Julius Baer International Limited, which is authorised and regulated by the Finan-
cial Conduct Authority (FCA), distributes this publication to its clients and potential clients. Where com-
municated in the UK, this publication is a financial promotion that has been approved by Julius Baer Inter-
national Limited for distribution in the UK. Some of the services mentioned in this publication may be pro-
vided by members of the Julius Baer Group outside the UK. Rules made by the FCA for the protection of 
retail clients do not apply to services provided by members of the Julius Baer Group outside the UK, and the 
Financial Services Compensation Scheme will not apply. Julius Baer International Limited does not provide 
legal or tax advice. If information on a particular tax treatment is provided, this does not mean that it ap-
plies to the client’s individual circumstances, and it may be subject to change in the future. Clients should 
obtain independent tax advice in relation to their individual circumstances from a tax advisor before decid-
ing whether to invest. Julius Baer International Limited provides advice on a limited range of investment 
products (restricted advice). 
 
Uruguay: In the case this publication is construed as an offer, recommendation or solicitation for the sale or 
purchase of any securities or other financial instruments, the same are being placed relying on a private 
placement exemption (oferta privada) pursuant to Section 2 of Law No. 18,627 and are not and will not be 
registered with the Financial Services Superintendence of the Central Bank of Uruguay to be publicly offered 
in Uruguay. In the case of any closed-ended or private equity funds, the relevant securities are not invest-
ment funds regulated by Uruguayan Law No. 16,774 dated 27 September 1996, as amended. If you are lo-
cated in Uruguay, you fully understand English, the language in which this publication and all documents 
referred to herein are drafted, and you have no need for any document whatsoever to be provided in Span-
ish or any other language. 
 
United States: NEITHER THIS PUBLICATION NOR ANY COPY THEREOF MAY BE SENT, TAKEN INTO 
OR DISTRIBUTED IN THE UNITED STATES OR TO ANY US PERSON. 
 
This publication may contain information obtained from third parties, including ratings from rating agen-
cies such as Standard & Poor’s, Moody’s, Fitch and other similar rating agencies. Reproduction and distribu-
tion of third-party content in any form is prohibited except with the prior written permission of the related 
third party. Third-party content providers do not guarantee the accuracy, completeness, timeliness or avail-
ability of any information, including ratings, and are not responsible for any errors or omissions (negligent 
or otherwise), regardless of the cause, or for the results obtained from the use of such content. Third-party 
content providers give no express or implied warranties, including, but not limited to, any warranties of mer-
chantability or fitness for a particular purpose or use. Third-party content providers shall not be liable for 
any direct, indirect, incidental, exemplary, compensatory, punitive, special or consequential damages, 
costs, expenses, legal fees, or losses (including lost income or profits and opportunity costs) in connection 
with any use of their content, including ratings. Credit ratings are statements of opinions and are not state-
ments of fact or recommendations to purchase, hold or sell securities. They do not address the market value 
of securities or the suitability of securities for investment purposes, and should not be relied on as invest-
ment advice. 
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